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ry where Sizov, Makhotin, Vyalov and some five or six
of the more influential workers were standing on a pile of
old iron against the background of the brick wall.
"Here comes Vlassov!" someone shouted,
"Vlassov? Let him come over here!*1
"Quiet!" shouted several voices.
From somewhere close at hand came the level voice of
Rybin.
"It's not for the kopek we have to fight, but for justice,
that's what! It's not our kopek we hold so dear—it's no
rounder than any other, though it's heavier—has more
human blood in it than the director's ruble! The value lies
not in the kopek, but in the blood, in the justice/'
His words fell among the crowd, chipping off sharp
exclamations:
"Right you arc, Rybin!"
"Well put, stoker!"
"Here's Vlassov!"
The voices merged in a roar of sound that drowned out
the rumble of the machines, the hissing of steam and hum-
ming of wires. People came running from all directions,
waving their arms, inciting each other with stinging words.
The discontent always smouldering in weary breasts now
came to life and demanded an outlet; it .soared trium-
phantly into the air, spreading its dark wings wider and
wider, tightening its hold on people and pitcliing them
against each other as it transformed itself into a venge-
ful flame. Above the throng rose a cloud of dust and soot,
sweaty faces glowed with excitement, checks were stained
by black tears, eyes and teeth flashed in grimy faces.
Pavel appeared on the pile of iron where Sizov and
Makhotin were standing,
"Comrades!" he cried.
The mother noticed how pale his face was, and that his
lips were trembling; involuntarily she moved  forward,
pushing through the crowd*
"Stop shoving/' they shouted at her irritably.
She was pushed in her turn, but this did not stop her.

